JUNIOR VARSITY 
BOAT SHAKEN UP

Spring Cold Makes Campaign At Bows a Hard Business

Cold Spring has caused the Junior Varsity team to be shaken up. The team has had several "fallouts" in recent weeks. The "fallouts" have been caused by the close of the river season, the junior's "business" in the school, and the cold weather. The team is now in the process of trying to get back into the swing of things. The team is planning to have a couple of practices this week in an attempt to get back into shape.
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Sundays Starts Outdoor Tennis On Hard Courts

Freshmen, Few Varsity Mon Incurable Raquet

Season

Coach Jepson does not use tennis as much as he would like to. However, the team is not having any problems with the new players. The team is planning to have several practices this week in an attempt to get back into shape.
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EMF Electrical Supply Co.

S3 chickens of and 100.

"The Lounger"

Jimmy D. is an old Sage. Last night he had a real good time, and he has promised to take the rest of the week off to study for finals. He has promised to study every night, but he has not kept his promise. The team is planning to have several practices this week in an attempt to get back into shape.
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SLAUGHTER HOUSE

Dorm-Fraternity

Teams Ready For Finals Tomorrow

Phi Kappa Sigma Will Play Nicholas for Championship; Defeats Kappa Sigma

The Dorm-Fraternity teams are planning to have several practices this week in an attempt to get back into shape.
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THE TECH

Over the Teacups of a Wednesday or Saturday afternoon, you may linger and lounge in the delightful music of Mayor Parke's Palace

in the SHERATON ROOM

Copley-Plaza

Support Boston's Nightly

THE TECH